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Short description
ETHERMA EXO PRO infrared heater, 2kW, black, IP65

Product Description
The new premium infrared heater ETHERMA EXO PRO has been specially developed for outdoor applications such as patios, balconies,
restaurants or cabins. The highly efficient, short-wave infrared heat radiation penetrates the air particularly efficiently and quickly due to its
wavelength, provides a noticeable feeling of warmth very quickly and thus guarantees high operating cost savings compared to gas radiators or
gas mushroom heaters. Infrared radiant heaters are particularly flexible to use outdoors and are impressively maintenance-free. The ETHERMA
EXO PRO is also optionally available with an integrated radio dimmer so that the radiant heater can be easily controlled by radio remote control
and dimmed in three stages (33%/66%/100%). The device is made of high-quality, rust-free aluminum and is protected against water jets
thanks to protection class IP 65, so that nothing stands in the way of year-round outdoor use. The innovative carbon heating tube reliably
generates maximum heat output with minimal residual light and has an above-average service life of 10,000 hours. It is enclosed by the
reflector so that the heat is emitted directly to the front. The optional remote control is essential for commissioning. Colors: white, black;
suitable for wall and ceiling mounting, protection class: IP 65, voltage: 230 V, plug cable 180 cm, system design: CE compliant

Model Ceiling-/wall emitter Voltage 230|230 Volt
Mounting method Surface mounting Number of heating levels 3
Power step OFF Min. heating power 825 Watt
Mounting over cradle Max. heating power 2500 Watt
Degree of protection (IP) IP65 Min. mounting height 1.8 Metre
Colour White Max. mounting height 2.5 Metre
Compatible with Apple
HomeKit

Height 155 Millimetre

Compatible with Google
Assistant

Width 930 Millimetre

Compatible with Amazon
Alexa

Depth 250 Millimetre

IFTTT support available RAL-number 9016

Type: ET-EXO-PRO-2000-B
Art. Nr.: 45001
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